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Abstract
Quantum spin-flip transitions are of great importance in the synchrotron radi-
ation (SR) theory. For better understanding of the nature of this phenomenon, it
is necessary to except the eects connected with the electric charge radiation from
observation. This fact explains the suggested choice of the spin-flip radiation model
in the form of radiation of the electric neutral Dirac-Pauli particle moving in the
homogeneous magnetic eld. It is known that in this case, the total radiation in the
quantum theory is conditioned by spin-flip transitions. The idea is that spin-flip
radiation is represented as a nonstationary process connected with spin precession.
From this point of view, we shall shown how to construct a solution of the classical
equation of spin precession in the BMT theory having the exact solution of the
Dirac-Pauli equation. Thus, one will nd the connection of the quantum spin-flip
transitions with classical spin precession.
According to the uncertainty principle, for the spin-flip transition with the character-
istic frequency of SR [1] we obtain








where  is the magnetic moment,  is the radius of curvature of the relativistic electron
trajectory in the homogeneous magnetic eld H . The ratio of the transition time ~t and
the time of the radiation forming t on the circular arc dl  γ is equal
~t=t  2γ−4  1:
That means that in the ultrarelativistic case, spin-flip transitions are practically non-
inertial, that is why the electron motion can be considered for the time ~t as uniform
and rectilinear.
Let us consider the electric neutral Dirac-Pauli particle, which moves in the homoge-
neous magnetic eld H = (0; 0; H). As is known [2], wave function of the above particle
has the form



















where bµ = γζ(1;β), 
µ = (m0c=h)r
µ are the dimensionless energy-momentum and the







;  = 1;
and moreover, S = jjH=m0c2, γ = 1=
p
1− 2.
The spin coecients ci (i = 1; 2; 3; 4) are determined from the condition that the
stationary wave function  ζ is an eigenfunction of the spin operator [2]
̂z = 2[σb̂]z + z;
which is a motion integral and describes the spin projection on the magnetic eld direction
with the quantum number  .
If the particle moves in the plane XZ (’ = 0), then for β = (sin; 0; cos) the spin






























































where q = γ
p
1− 2 cos2 . We note that the spin coecients written here in the rst
approximation on h dier from zero.
In the quantum theory the spin precession is described by the nonstationary wave
function which is a superposition of the spin states  = 1















The constant factors A and B are determined from the initial condition
(Π̂n)Ψ˜(r; 0) = Ψ˜(r; 0);
where n = (sin cos ; sin sin ; cos). For example, in the case of the initial spin
orientation along the X-axis, we shall have
A = − "p
2
√√√√1− "γ2 sin cos√





√√√√1 + "γ2 sin cos√




1 + γ22 cos2 ;
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;  = "γ;
along the Z-axis
A = (1; 0); B = (0; 1);  = 
1 + γ22 sin2 
γ
p
1− 2 cos2 :
We note that in the second case, these relations have the simplest form, as the spin
tensor component ̂y is really not subjected to the Lorentz transformations. Value " = 1
characterizes the direction of the initial spin orientation. In the latter case, " =  .
To calculate the mean value of all components of ̂µν tensor it is also necessary to use
the relations
h j̂xji = − γ
2 sin cosp
1− 2 cos2 ; h− j̂xji = −
1p
1− 2 cos2 ;
h j̂yji = 0; h− j̂yji = −iγ;
h j̂zji = γ
√
1− 2 cos2 ; h− j̂zji = 0:
The mean values of the components hΠ̂it will essentially dier from one another in
dependence on the initial spin orientation. In the most common case when hΠ̂i0 =
h0; ̂y; 0i0 we have
h̂xit = − "p
1− 2 cos2  sin!t;
h̂yit = "γ cos!t; h̂zit = 0:
As a matter of fact these expressions are not dierent from the solution of the tensor
BMT-equation of spin precession [3].





(γζ − γ−ζ) =  2jjH
h
√
1− 2 cos2 :
For the initial spin orientation along the X axis all calculations omitted here become
more complex although nothing changes in principle.
Interesting results are obtained at the initial spin orientation along the Z axis
h̂xit = − γ
2 sin cosp
1− 2 cos2 ;
h̂yit = 0; h̂zit = γ
√
1− 2 cos2 ;
that is all the components are constant.






hΠ̂i2t + h(βΠ̂)i2t :
3
Simple but unwieldy calculations show that in any case I = 1, which corresponds to
the classical expression of this invariant.
All results obtained are in complete agreement with the classical theory of the spin
precession on the base of the BMT equation [3]. This method allows to determine the
precession of the spin projection on the direction of motion h(βΠ̂)it. Again all results
coincide with the classical theory
h(βΠ̂)it = "
γ2(1− 2 cos2 ) (cos
2  + γ2 sin2  cos!t):
What do the results obtained here to do with the spin-flip radiation theory? It is
known [1, 4] that in the classical theory spin or, more precisely, the intrinsic magnetic
moment, orientated towards or opposite the eld direction does not radiate during uniform
and rectilinear particle motion. This radiation is accounted for by the spin precession in
the plane orthogonal to the magnetic eld and all radiation characteristics completely
coincide with the quantum theory of spin-flip radiation [2]. It follows from the above
that, in fact, there is no dierence between classical and quantum interpretation of the
radiation in the nonstationary representation of spin-flip transitions.
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